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BACKGROUND
This

year has been pivotal for the Race and Equity in

AND

OVERVIEW

dimensions to its work.

This evolution has been

increasingly designed to influence the wider field of
Philanthropy Group (REPG).

In 2013. The REPG

continually enhanced its visibility and broadened its
constituency base well beyond its core members. With
each

passing

year,

the

REPG

has

added

new

philanthropy’s approach to racial equity, inclusion, and
diversity.

This annual report discusses the REPG’s

evolution, progress among its core members, various
ways in which the REPG engages the philanthropic field,
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and the emergence of the REPG as an innovator testing

identified the need to exchange ideas with peers in order

tools useful for the field.

to increase awareness of promising practices and

The REPG is a learning community of foundations that

provide an atmosphere of mutually reinforcing learning.

addresses philanthropic policies and practices with

In order to begin developing spaces for learning

respect to racial equity, inclusion, and diversity. Founded

exchange, the AECF and Marga began to organize focus

in 2006, the REPG has been providing a forum through

groups. Discussions during these sessions surfaced the

which a cluster of private foundations and public charities

need for an ongoing table through which foundations

have exchanged ideas and approaches to enhancing the

could discuss these issues. The idea was to create an

capacity of philanthropic institutions to address the needs

environment in which conversations would encompass a

of communities of color and promote equity among

holistic range of concerns beyond grant making. These

various underrepresented constituencies.

issues include how foundations gather demographic data
on grantees and target populations, hire, govern, set
policy, develop a pipeline of diverse leaders, design

History

communications strategies, contract with vendors, invest,

In 2002, the Annie E. Casey Foundation (AECF) asked a

and a range of other approaches.

consulting firm in New York City, now called Marga

multifaceted institutions with social missions.

Incorporated, to assess the range of approaches

This kind of a learning community would enhance

foundations are taking in order to address racial equity,

foundations’ capacity to work with diverse communities,

diversity, and inclusion. Roughly thirty foundations were

reflect the demographics of the populations they serve,

interviewed for this study, which was ultimately published

and more effectively fulfill missions focusing on pressing

in 2005. During the process of research, many of the

contemporary concerns from education to health to

foundation representatives participating in this study

poverty to the environment, and beyond.

Foundations are

Matters of
3
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racial equity and inclusion are relevant to just about any

Foundation, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, the Winthrop

issue foundations address in their programming.

Rockefeller Foundation, the California Endowment, the
San Francisco Foundation, and the Consumer Health
Foundation are current REPG members. And numerous

Forming a Learning Community

other foundations have participated in REPG events, and

In order to address this

remained in ongoing dialogue with the REPG.

Incorporated has coordinated the

stated need, the REPG
was

formed.

The

AECF, through one of
its Senior Associates,
Susan Taylor Batten,
became the REPG’s
first member.
founding
included

Other

members
the

San

Francisco Foundation,
the

Marga

“Foundations that are responsive to racially diverse
communities are more impactful in their work. The Race
and Equity in Philanthropy Group (REPG) was founded to
help foundations ensure that their staff, boards, grantees
and vendors mirrored the demographics of their populations
served. REPG is needed now more than ever given the
change in demographics of the country and the
longstanding and widening opportunity gaps that exist for
many.”

REPG from its founding to the

– Susan Taylor Batten, Association of Black Foundation
Executives

was to bring together foundation

Rockefeller

present.
The REPG has evolved in its
approach over the years.

The

REPG initially emphasized learning
exchange

among

member

foundations. The theory of change

representatives who have been
particularly

committed

to

Foundation, the Haas Jr. Fund, and the California

enhancing racial equity, inclusion, and diversity at their

Endowment. Various foundations have joined over the

foundations; hold three in person meetings per year in

years, including the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, the Atlantic

which these representatives would exchange ideas about

Philanthropies, the Woods Fund of Chicago, and the

their foundations’ policies and practices for the sake of

California Community Foundation. The Annie E. Casey

mutual learning; enhance the ability of these foundation
4
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representatives to bring lessons from their peers’

influencing the field – serving as a testing ground for

experiences back to their institutions in order to inform

tools to be adopted by field-wide associations, larger

internal improvements in systems and operations.

clusters of foundations, and other relevant organizations.

Over time, the REPG began to broaden its thinking,

This annual report discusses these three aspects of

stressing

member

REPG’s work – progress of member foundations,

foundations and showcasing lessons learned at the

engagement with the philanthropic field, and testing tools

REPG table to the broader field of philanthropy.

for the field.

both

enhancing

the

work

of

The

This evolution of the REPG’s work

REPG produced reports on the progress of member

demonstrates the potential of a learning community to

foundations and newsletters with updates on the REPG’s

impact its participants and a much wider circle. Because

work.

The REPG integrated into its methodology,

the REPG prioritizes institutional change, its consistency

presentations at philanthropic conferences, learning

has become an important asset. Change in institutions is

exchanges between member foundations and others in

hardly quick or automatic. Those who are change agents

the localities where REPG meetings are held, webinars,

require support, guidance, lessons, and concrete tips

and thematic learning exchanges.

from peers in order to advance systemic alterations in

More recently, the

REPG has added another dimension to its approach to

their institutions.
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Who Works at Foundations
By gender

But women, who make up three of every four full-time foundation employees over all,
Women barely dominate in leadership roles

55.2%
of CEO's are women, 44.8% are men

overwhelmingly fill crucial program-officer roles

75%
of program officers are women, 25% are men

By race

Whites hold three of every four full-time jobs at foundations

Whites hold the vast majority of CEO roles at those organizations

1

1Frpm

the Chronicle of Philanthropy. “Who works at Foundations: A demographic breakdown” April 1, 2012. Retrieved on January 4, 2014.
http://philanthropy.com/article/Who-Works-at-Foundations-a/131373/
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MEMBER EVOLUTION

The

learning community created by the REPG has been a continuous forum for dialogue about various foundation

policies and practices. These profiles of members’ progress demonstrate the specific ways in which these foundations
have been prioritizing racial equity, diversity, and inclusions systemically.
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THE SAN FRANCISCO FOUNDATION
The San Francisco Foundation (TSFF) brings together a

serving as a springboard for new leaders in the
philanthropic, nonprofit, and public sectors.

network of philanthropists and civic leaders to combine
resources to support and build upon the strengths of the
Bay Area community. TSFF has been demonstrating its
commitment to racial equity, inclusion, and diversity by
emphasizing diverse leadership development.
The TSFF Multicultural Fellowship Program in 2014
enters its 33rd year of identifying and supporting leaders
of color. From its inception, the goal of the Fellowship
Program has been to diversify the field of philanthropy
while building the leadership and skills of professionals of
color. Started with a seed grant from the Ford Foundation
in 1981, the program has attracted over 65 of the most
promising young professionals from around the country,

TSFF

believes that the voices of all cultures should be listened
to, respected, and given the opportunity to lead and
influence its region. For more information on the
Multicultural Fellowship Program, visit the TSFF website
at www.sff.org.
During

2013,

TSFF

completed

the

Community

Leadership Project, a collaboration with the William and
Flora Hewlett Foundation, James Irvine Foundation, and
David and Lucille Packard Foundation to provide financial
and technical support to ten San Francisco Bay Area
mid-size social change organizations that serve, and in
addition, are led by people of color at the Board of
Directors and the CEO levels. The effort provided three
8
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years of capacity building grant support, cohort-based

increase in demand because of the disproportionate

technical assistance, and peer support opportunities. The

impact of the downturn on those they serve. TSFF is

goal

completing

has

been

to

build

and

strengthen

these

a

comprehensive

evaluation

of

the

organizations to be more competitive for funding in their

Community Leadership Project, as well as Strengths from

future work. Recent data suggest that the nonprofit sector

Within, a capacity building program focused on small San

continues to struggle to recover from the economic

Francisco Bay Area organizations whose program work

downturn of a few years ago, and local, state, and federal

is concentrated in environmental health and social

governmental funding available to nonprofits continue to

justice. The evaluation should be available by the late

decrease. Small and mid-size organizations serving and

Spring, 2014.

led by people of color are likely to see a more significant
impact than others, while at the same time seeing an
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W.K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION

The W.K. Kellogg Foundation (WKKF) is guided by the belief

This year, the WKKF began administering the Intercultural
Development Inventory (IDI), an intercultural competency

that all children should have an equal opportunity to thrive,

assessment in 2011 to all of its staff. Two years later in 2013,

seeking to help vulnerable children realize their full potential in

staff took the assessment a second time and as an

all aspects of life. The foundation works with communities to

organization,

create favorable conditions that strengthen opportunities for

acceptance. This means while previously staff tended to

vulnerable children. The WKKF’s comprehensive commitment

overemphasize commonality, comfort and tolerance, they are

to racial equity, inclusion, and diversity has become well

now recognizing cultural patterns need to be understood from

known in philanthropy, through its grant making initiative,

perspectives of other cultures.

and

progressed

from

minimization

to

America Healing, the leadership of its trustees, and its
communications strategy.

The range of ways in which the

WKKF addresses racial equity, inclusion, and diversity was the

WKKF’s Board of Trustees also took the IDI in 2013,

subject of an REPG webinar in 2012.

demonstrating that they continue to “walk the talk” with regard
to their values on diversity, racial equity and inclusion.
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Additionally, WKKF participated in the Diversity Value Index, a

two articles in Diversity Executive magazine in 2013, stating

new

“the level to which WKKF has integrated D&I awareness into

scorecard

administered

by

the

Human

Capital

Management Group.

every aspect of organizational function is revolutionary.”
(http://diversity-executive.com/articles/view/the-value-ofdiversity-leadership-and-organizational-commitment/5)

WKKF’s comprehensive approach to policies and practices
promoting racial equity, inclusion, and diversity was featured in
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ANNIE E. CASEY FOUNDATION
The

Annie E. Casey Foundation (AECF) is dedicated to

Additionally, the foundation developed a Race Equity and
Inclusion strategy for the entire institution that includes a long

building better futures for disadvantaged children in the United

term desired result that all children are able to reach their full

States through public policies, human service reforms, and

potential in life regardless of their race, ethnicity or community

community supports on behalf of vulnerable children and

of residence.

families.

Inclusion Action Guide for Foundation staff, grantees and

AECF also developed a Race Equity and

partners, and a Race Equity and Inclusion Training for Casey
This year has been pivotal in the evolution of AECF’s

staff.

commitment to policies and practices promoting racial equity,
inclusion, and diversity. This has been the first year in which

Furthermore, the AECF documented its history in race equity

the AECF required all of its grantees and consultants to submit

and inclusion and journey towards ensuring racial equity and

“workforce composition data” prior to receiving grants or

inclusion across all of the foundation’s work.

contracts.
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THE CALIFORNIA ENDOWMENT

A

private, statewide foundation, The California Endowment

ersity%20Audit%202013.pdf) of its policies and practices
related to diversity, equity, and inclusion.

(TCE) expands access to affordable, quality health care for
underserved individuals and communities and promotes
fundamental improvements in the health status of all

This current audit captures the foundation’s progress in

Californians.

increasing diversity among Board members and investment
managers, and an increase in efforts to coordinate data
collection of diversity indicators/demographics across board,

TCE maintains a comprehensive commitment to diversity,

staff, grantees, and contractors.

equity, and inclusion, and tracks its progress against 15 goals
to advance the foundation’s vision of diversity, equity, and
TCE recently completed its third annual audit

Regarding Board members, TCE has taken a “matrix

(http://www.calendow.org/uploadedFiles/Learning/TCE%20Div

approach” that has helped in recruiting new Board members

inclusion.
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and identifying the backgrounds and expertise required to

TCE has implemented an extensive data collection system to

maintain an emphasis in diversity and inclusion in the

collect diversity data at the Board, Executive, and staff levels.

foundation’s overall policies and practices. TCE stresses the

TCE has also begun collecting grantee and vendor/contractor

significance of an “authorizing environment” in supporting an

data using a standardized tool, and enhanced grant coding to

organizational culture that can continually enhance diversity

more effectively track grants focusing on diversity, equity, and

and inclusion.

inclusion.
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CONSUMER HEALTH FOUNDATION
The

Consumer Health Foundation (CHF) pursues health

These signs of progress among member foundations
reflect the kind of institutional change that is discussed

justice in the Washington, DC region, particularly by
supporting efforts that advance the health and well-being of
historically underserved communities.

and encouraged through peer learning exchange in the
REPG. In the REPG’s methodology, representatives of
member foundations receive guidance and support from
each other, enhancing their ability to bring new ideas

One way in which CHF has demonstrated recent progress in

back

its policies and practices is by developing a set of diversity and

representatives can influence policies in their institutions

equity indicators to guide CHF’s internal operations in 2014.

informed by concrete practices tested by other member

Additionally, the foundation modified its logic model and theory

foundations. If demographic data collection systems, for

of change to more explicitly acknowledge the importance of
racial equity in order to improve health outcomes for
communities of color in in CHF’s target region.

to

their

institutions.

These

foundation

example, have been implemented at one member
foundation, it is easier for other members to make the
case for creating such a practice at their foundations.

CHF also provided training and technical assistance to grantee

Continuous progress among member foundations in their

partners to deepen their understanding of racial equity and

policies, practices, systems, and operations is the result

support its implementation in their organizations.

of this supportive learning community approach.
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ENGAGING
REPG

THE

FIELD

continued to engage the philanthropic field in

OF

PHILANTHROPY

foundation representatives in the localities where REPG
members are meeting. Other forms of engagement with

2013.

One important way in which the REPG has

reached numerous foundations beyond its members has
been through conference presentations. The REPG also
engaged various other foundations in 2013 through local
learning

exchanges

–

informal

conversations

the field have included webinars, thematic events in
which representatives in the field discuss a particular
topic,

and

ongoing

collaboration

with

relevant

associations and affinity group.

with

16
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CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
The

REPG has organized panel presentations at

Panelists, Gerald Solomon of the Samueli Foundation,
Quinn Delaney of the Akonadi Foundation, and John

numerous conferences over the years. In 2013, REPGsponsored panels took place at the Council on
Foundations’ Family Philanthropy Conference, the Grant
makers in Health Annual Conference, and the Council on
Foundations’ Conference for Community Foundations.

Morning of the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation explored
a range of considerations from the significance of
changing demographics to the diversity of trustees to the
challenge of incorporating an explicit commitment to
racial equity into a foundation’s overall mission and
practices.

Council on Foundations Family Philanthropy Conference
At the Council on Foundations’ Family Philanthropy
Conference in January, the REPG sponsored a panel
entitled, “Race, Diversity, and Inclusion in Family
Foundations’ Grant making Strategy” in San Jose, CA.
The panel brought together leaders at the executive and

During this panel and discussion, the significance of
strategic governance emerged as a recurring theme.
Family foundations are positioned to prioritize the
realities of contemporary demographics and persistent
inequities among racial and demographic groups in their
policies and practices.

trustee levels in family foundations to address some of

The

Samueli

Foundation

the critical issues facing family foundations around racial

approach to improving educational opportunities for

equity, inclusion, and diversity.

communities

of

color

presented

in

Science,

Engineering, and Math (STEM).

its

deliberate

Technology,

To the Samueli
17
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Foundation, this approach is pertinent to the overall

A meeting room at the Marriott Marquis in San Francisco

future of its home state of California due to rapidly

was overflowing with well over one hundred participants

changing demographics that place communities of color

to hear from panelists and share their experiences.

in the majority. The Akonadi Foundation emphasized its

Panelists repeatedly reference the high correlation

explicit

between

emphasis

on

racial

justice

in

its

overall

health

outcomes
Geographical

and

neighborhood

programmatic strategy. John Morning, a trustee at the

demographics.

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation the persistent lack of

concentrations of people of color tend to experience

diversity Board diversity in foundations.

lower

aggregate

health

areas

with

outcomes.

high

Panelists’

experiences demonstrated the significance of developing
internal policies and practices that better position
Grantmakers in Health Annual Meeting

foundations to adequately address health needs.

In March, the REPG held a panel at the Grant makers in

order to move the needle around the most pressing

Health Annual Meeting in San Francisco.

health concerns, foundations must be equipped to

“Creating

and

Measuring

Success

in

Entitled,

Diversifying

In

understand and engage communities of color.

Approaches to Health”, this session addressed how
foundations consider race, equity, and inclusion in health.
Panelists included Gail Christopher of the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation, Mona Jhawar and Sandra Witt of the
California

Endowment,

Yanique

Redwood

of

the

Council

on

Foundations

Community

Foundations

Conference
In September, the REPG sponsored a panel at the

Consumer Health Foundation, and Naima Wong of the

Council

on

Foundations’

Annual

Conference

for

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation.

Community Foundations in San Diego, CA. James Head
of the San Francisco Foundation, Scot Spencer of the
18
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Annie E. Casey Foundation, Susan Batten of the

view.

Association of Black Foundation Executives, and Brian

philanthropic institution, is concerned with the specific

Smedley of the Joint Center for Political and Economic

demographics of its region, and the future leadership of

Studies served as panelists.

organizations

The session began with table discussions with roughly
one hundred and twenty participants divided in to five
groups.

These conversations asked participants to

discuss demographic changes in their communities and
their

foundations’

to

address

serving

the

local

community.

The

Foundation has been actively playing a role in building a
pipeline of leaders through a longstanding fellowship
program that has diversified leadership in philanthropy,
nonprofit organizations, government, and other sectors.

these

The Annie E. Casey Foundation, as a national foundation

These discussions revealed the many

with local sites, has taken a data driven approach to

demographic changes occurring around the country as

understanding the demographics of its target populations

developments.

strategies

The San Francisco Foundation, as a local

well as the need for foundations to more effectively
engage diverse communities.

Also evident at these

tables is the extent of the need for foundations to develop
systems and policies that better equip philanthropy to
reflect diverse communities, build partnerships with
multiple different demographic groups, and reduce
disparities among demographic groups.
The Joint Center provided an overview of the state and
future

of

demographic

change.

Foundation

representatives on the panel discussed various strategies
to address demographic change from different points of
19
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and producing reports to improve understanding of the

demographic groups. Indeed philanthropy is manifested

challenges facing vulnerable children and families. The

differently across the country.

Association of Black Foundation Executives, as an

possess an established philanthropic tradition with

affinity group of African American representatives in

numerous large private foundations, while the field is

philanthropy works across foundations; and has been

emerging and on a smaller scale in other communities.

promoting

philanthropic

strategies

to

enhance

opportunities for men and boys of color nationally.

Some communities

The REPG has held local learning exchanges in Chicago,
San Francisco, Los Angeles, Little Rock, and Baltimore.

Local Learning Exchanges

These

Another way the REPG has engaged the broader
philanthropic field has been through local learning
exchanges. These informal dinner meetings have been
held in the locations of REPG meetings. The REPG in
person meetings are hosted by member foundations.
The night before these meetings, the REPG has been
convening representatives of local foundations to share
ideas and practices around racial equity, inclusion, and

events

continue

to

build

foundations in dialogue with REPG.

the

network

of

The California

Wellness Foundation, the Open Society Institute, the
Woods Fund of Chicago, the Polk Brothers Foundation,
the Liberty Hill Foundations, the Weingart Foundation,
and Citi Community Development are among the various
foundations that have attended local learning exchanges.
These foundations engaged REPG member foundations
in candid conversations about how to communicate about
racial equity, secure Board support for strategies to

diversity.

address racial equity and inclusion, and develop,
These

discussions

similar

maintain, and use systems for demographic data

challenges numerous foundations face in attempting to

collection are among the many topics addressed in these

strengthen

energetic discussions.

their

demographics

have

capacity

and

highlighted

to

persistent

the

address
inequities

changing
among
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FORMING

AND

TESTING TOOLS

Because the REPG is on ongoing learning community of

FOR THE

FIELD

Recently, an opportunity to draw from the approaches of
member foundations in order to create a data template

foundations, it has emerged into a testing ground for new
ideas and tools that can inform the broader philanthropic
field. The REPG can beta test various practices related
to racial equity, inclusion, and diversity in philanthropy
with its member foundations.

emerged. The Diversity Five Coalition (D5) was created
in order to institutionalize commitments to diversity,
equity, and inclusion throughout the philanthropic field
and nonprofit sector.

It

collaborates with

large

organizations that reach large cross sections of the field,

In 2013, the REPG progressed significantly and an

such as the Foundation Center. The Foundation center

innovation and incubation space.

is a clearinghouse of information on foundations and

This role has been

illustrated through the creation of a data collection
template to guide the measurement of demographic data.
Since REPG’s inception, member foundations have been
exchanging ideas about the ways in which foundations
gather demographic data from grantees.

Member

foundations have influence each other’s data collection
tools and methods over the years.

Just as member

foundations have been instructive to each other, the

other aspects of the nonprofit sector.
As D5 has been pursuing ways to encourage all
foundations to collect demographic data on populations
served and impacted by grantees.

The REPG has

contributed to this effort designed to shape policy in the
entire field by creating a template based on the various
categories and questions used by REPG member
foundations to request demographic data from grantees.

collective experiences of REPG foundations can inform
larger networks of foundations.

Marga reviewed the various ways in which member
foundations request demographic data from foundations.
21
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A draft template was developed based on these

constituencies was distributed at a meeting organized by

approaches, and submitted to all REPG member

D5.

foundations for their review.

During a July in person

associations, the Foundation Center, the Rockefeller

meeting, member foundations provided feedback to

Brothers Fund, the Marguerite Casey Foundation, the

further refine the draft template.

The challenge in

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, along with some

developing this template is to create a tool that is

REPG member foundations (the Annie E. Casey

comprehensive enough to take account of the numerous

Foundation, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, the San

variations of grantee situations yet simple enough to be

Francisco Foundation, and the California Endowment),

used by multiple foundations without disrupting their

and the Association of Black Foundation Executives.

existing systems.

REPG foundations also solicited

feedback from their grants administrators and select
grantees. As the work of grantees ranges from direct
service to advocacy to research, and beyond, it was
especially important to hear from different types of
grantees. Data on populations served by grantees can
be complicated because some organizations directly
serve and impact the same demographic groups, which
other organizations, like advocacy organizations, directly
serve certain populations, but impact a much broader mix
of demographic groups.

from

member

During this December 5, 2013 meeting, the template
helped stimulate discussion about appropriate content for
soliciting demographic data and processes to move from
testing a template to create on means by which all
foundations gather demographic data. As a result of this
meeting, the REPG’s template will help inform the
development of another iteration of this framework for
data

collection

Foundation

that

Center’s

demographic data.

incorporates
taxonomy

of

aspects

of

the

categories

for

The various participants in the

December 5 meeting ultimately will agree to use a

A version of the template that was revised based on
feedback

D5 brought together a couple of regional

foundations

and

revised version of the template.

This data collection

their
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initiative will continue to recruit other foundations to use

communications strategies to the role of trustees to hiring

the template for their efforts to gather demographic data.

and promotion to building a pipeline of diverse leadership

It

is

important

to

systematize

data

collection

in

philanthropy to gain a more accurate understanding of
where philanthropic dollars are going.

This greater

awareness

practices

foundations.

can

inform

policies

and

to contracting with vendors, and more, we can choose
the next tool to test from a long list.

in

The process of developing new systems

that affect the entire field has to start somewhere.

A

consistent learning community such as the REPG can be
such a starting point for many new ideas and practices.
In this field-wide effort to institutionalize a common way
for gathering demographic data, the REPG demonstrated
its role as a testing ground to launch a practice that can
inform all of professional philanthropy.
The role of the REPG as an innovator of tools and
practices can easily extend beyond data collection. In all
of the areas that member foundations have been
discussing, the REPG can create and refine tools.
Because the REPG has addressed so many issues, from
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2014 PREVIEW
Overall, 2013 represented a new level of the REPG’s continued evolution.

The REPG continued to provide a forum for

learning exchange among members, added to its engagement with the field through events, and activated its role as a
testing ground for new ideas and practices.
As the REPG continues to demonstrate how a small learning community can impact an entire field, future opportunities
are plentiful. The REPG has already informed many successes at the level of individual foundations. The practices of
member foundations have been influenced by those of other members. The peer support inherent in the REPG has
provided guidance to representatives of member foundations, as they have attempted to improve policies in their
institutions.
The REPG will continue to influence member practices. Members join the REPG with the intention of enhancing their
systems and operations around racial equity, inclusion, and diversity. And the REPG will continue to identify the best
possible ways to harness a learning community for broader impact in the field. A broader network is central to this goal.
While the REPG primarily serves its member foundations, over recent years, the REPG has continued to expand its
network.
This network includes numerous foundations that are not officially members, affinity groups, professional associations in
the field, and various other relevant parties. Collaboration with this wider network produces opportunities for mutual
learning and partnerships, thematic conversations on common areas of interest, and new tools to strengthen the field.
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